
Term 1 Week 4

Year 6 news A snapshot of our week

Maths:  
This week, we have been learning about addition , subtraction and multiplication.  The 
children have solved fluency, problem-solving and reasoning questions.  We have also 
been working on solving arithmetic questions.  We also recapped how to multiply and 
divide by 10, 100 & 1000.  

English:  
After reading another chapter of our class book, I asked the 
children what the characters in the book could do to alleviate 
their boredom.  They had lots of ideas.  When I showed them a 
picture of a tyre and some rope, they realised I was suggesting 
making a rope-swing.  We all went outside and the children 
made a rope-swing – it took a few goes!  When done, the 
children all had a go, before we went back into the classroom 
to write a set of instructions.  Later in the week, the children 
wrote a descriptive recount.      

Science:  
In Science, the 
children learnt about 
refraction.  They 
worked in small 
groups to carry out 
their investigation.

Italian:  
The children revised the verb ‘to have’ and built sentences 
using animals and adjectives – ‘I have a black cat’.  

History:  
We continued learning  about World War II.  This week, we 
recapped some of the important vocabulary.  We then learnt 
about hyperinflation, which angered many German citizens, as 
their money became worthless.  

PE:
We continued 
learning how to pass 
the ball in tag rugby, 
whilst evading the 
defenders though 
side-stepping and 
varying the speed.  
The children also 
practised scoring 
tries.    

World War II day:  
We are having a WWII day on Tuesday 5th December.  The children are invited to dress up.  We are taking 
part in a Zoom lesson, supplied live by the National Holocaust Centre.  In order to fund this session, we 
are going to be holding a cake sale.  Further details will be available soon.  


